In unveiling evidence of significant human influence in Shenandoah, it suggests that the historiography of the national parks, while focusing on how parks preserve landscapes, continues to underemphasize how these places create new landscapes. This history highlights the dynamic relationship between stories about nature and the landscapes of a national park. Those stories that park managers used to justify significant intervention in the environment, most notably during the interwar period, will be of particular interest to those seeking historical answers to our current "trouble with wilderness." Shenandoah National Park has occupied an uncomfortable position in the history of the National Park Service. The master narrative of this history, exemplified by Alfred Runte's National Parks: The American Experience, describes a progressioIn from parks designed to preserve nattural wonders and scenic grandeur to ones designed to preserve representative environments from around the cotuntry. Runte treats Shenandoah as a "transition" between the two types of preservation in the park system. He argues Shenandoah "anticipated the ecological standards of the later twentieth century" but could only "approximate the visual standards of the national park idea as originally conceived." He defines Shenandoah as a marginalized follower to the "crown jewels" of the West. ' Recent historiography has begun to address the extent to which national parks shaped environments instead of simply preserving them, though Shenandoah remains largely ignored. Richard Sellars, Linda Flint McClelland, and Ethan Carr have focused on the essential role of landscape architects and engineers in constructing the parks as an experience for tourists. Although Shenandoah experienced as much manipulation as any other national park, its story remains largely tintold throughout these works. Carr's work even recapitulates Shenandoah's official narrative when he observes that "generally parkland was allowed to succeed back to a condition that approximated (it was hoped) the presettlement wilderness conditions considered appropriate for national park scenery."2 Shenandoah's history suggests that the critique of the national park's conventional narrative begun by these scholars can be pushed even frirther. National park scholars have highlighted numerous ways humans have changed park lands. Though Sellars argues that "ecological preservation" must be considered "the highest of many worthy priorities," his book reveals the enormous importance of landscape architects and engineers within the national park system. Carr and McClelland emphasize the importance of these professions in shaping areas along park thoroughfares of travel. Runte observes how fire suppression and wildlife management influenced the shape of national parks. Mark Spence's book explains how the NPS justified the removal of Native American residents from the parks in the West. In Shenandoah, NPS officials brought about all of these changes simultaneously to fashion a new landscape that Shenandoah landscape architect Harlan Kelsey believed would "restore so far as possible the natural conditions [of Shenandoah], ecologically and scenically." 3 After uncovering evidence of human design in the national parks, developing notions of how to shape landscapes become as important a theme in park history as developing notions of how to preserve landscapes. Runte may be partially correct in arguing Shenandoah represents a transition in national park preservation, but within a narrative describing national park development, Shenandoah is not an inadequate follower but an important leader. In 1965, A. Starker Leopold suggested that "a reasonable illusion of primitive America could be recreated [in the parks] using the utmost in skill, judgment and ecological sensitivity."4 Shenandoah's first officials adopted this goal, ecologically and scenically, thirty years before.
The nps does not just shape places; it also shapes ideas about those places. In his recent book about tourism in the American West, Hal Rothman writes, "This process of scripting space, both physically and psychically, defines tourist towns and resorts. All places have scripted space. The scripting of space is essential to the organizing of the physical and social world for the purposes of perpetuation."5 Through park rangers, museum displays, maps, brochures, press releases, and wayside signs, every national park creates a narrative to explain itself. These narratives are often part educational and part celebrational. They attempt to explain both the history of the park lands and the role of the NPS in preserving America's natural heritage. These narratives are very much built into, or scripted into, the landscape.
These two threads of historical analysis-the management of landscapes and the management of stories-can be woven into a single history of Shenandoah. Land management in Shenandoah has been deeply influenced by the stories that park officials have told about nature and about appropriate human relations with the environment. At the same time, the official park narrative has always reflected the contemporary condition of the environment on the Blue Ridge. Stories about Shenandoah's nature lead to management practices that in turn lead to new stories. For the last seventy-five years, Shenandoah's landscape and story have changed and have changed each other.
Every park faces a tension between what it is and what it is supposed to be, otherwise management would be unnecessary. Parks can resolve this tension in two ways: rhetorically or materially. Supporters and officials can either argue that the park meets the relevant standards or that those standards ought to be changed to include the park. Or, park managers can materially change parklands so they approach the ideal landscape. This tension between ideal and reality has motivated the evolution of stories and land management in Shenandoah.
The history of Shenandoah began when the nps first proposed a park in the Southern Appalachians in 1924. Supporters of a site on Virginia's Blue Ridge immediately formed a lobby, and they argued that their mountains represented a fine example of nearly unspoiled wilderness. To those who suggested that no place in the East could meet standards for western parks, boosters retorted that eastern scenery had its own virtues. In 1936, the Virginia lobby celebrated their success at the dedication of Shenandoah National Park. With the land under federal protection, Frederick Delano Roosevelt spoke not of untouched nature but of a landscape impacted by human activities and dedicated Shenandoah to the human "re-creation" of natuLre. In the decade that followed, Shenandoah attempted to transform the landscape into a model of Southern Appalachian wilderness. So successful were landscape architects in both executing and veiling their efforts that the following generation of park managers described Shenandoah's re-creation entirely in terms of natural processes. This re-creation narrative is the one that presently dominates the signs, guides, and histories of Shenandoah National Park. Only recently, as Shenandoah officials have found a renewed interest in the cultural history of their park, has the narrative of Shenandoah begun to again recognize the park's landscape as a collaboration between human and natural actors.
Creating Wilderness: Forging Shenandoah's Early Image Stories create national parks. Parks also require deed transfers, congressional approval, public support, and other efforts to come to pass, but all of these efforts are motivated in one way or another by stories that explain and justify the permanent protection of land. The creation of Shenandoah National Park required the confluence of arguments from a number of different constituencies: citizens, business leaders, philanthropists, and government officials. The park was first defended as an equal to the parks of the West both in terms of scenic beauty and economic potential, though these rationales gave way to the re-creation narrative once the park was protected under federal law. These first arguments in support of Shenandoah represent the incoherent genesis of the scripting of the park. 50 per cent is culled and cut over, while thirty percent may be classified as virgin." 8 Hall noted that "lumbering is an important industry" along with some iron mining and agriculture. He described the "erosion and irregularity of stream flow" produced by these activities and observed that "there is much land on the west slope which has been cleared and burned until it supports only a scrubby growth of worthless brush." Hall concluded that the Blue Ridge "might be considered as a To explain the potential of the proposed park to a skeptical public, boosters began an aggressive publicity campaign to raise funds for the park. The Shenandoah National Park Association produced the pamphlet Virginia's Proposed National Park, which pronounced that "the value of Virginia's scenery crop can best be predicted by comparisons with results in the west," where more than one million tourists each spent hundreds of dollars. Civic organizations also took out ads in county papers to encourage a wider array of citizens to purchase park lands. One ad in a Harrisonburg paper with the bold headline "Shall We Lose the Park?" argued that nearly everyone -farmers, grocers, lawyers, doctors, land owners, wage earners, hotel men, housewives, and working women-stood to gain from the new park and should invest in Shenandoah. 15 While explaining the financial benefits of a park in the Blue Ridge Mountains, supporters carefully noted that these mountains had no other value. Supporters characterized the proposed park area as "worthless lands." One Greene County resident wrote, "What enterprise now can anyone in the Blue Ridge get money out of? The principal part of the chestnut oak bark is gone and all the best timber has been cut on land where teams can be used. priority within the ccc camps. In April 1940, fire danger remained so high that it was "necessary to retain a large proportion of these crews on standby in camp or working on projects within a few minutes call." That construction was compromised not just for fire but for the possibility of fire indicates this issue's importance. 57 The ccc controlled fire using multiple tactics. They attempted to clean out areas of the forest with considerable undergrowth and decomposing material. This proved an impossible task for the park as a whole but was useful in targeting areas with a high probability of fire. The Park Service staffed fire towers throughout the park, especially during the most dangerous spring months. ccc enrollees also received training in and practiced fire prevention and suppression. 58 During the course of Lassiter's term, the efforts of the ccc dramatically reduced the incidence of fire within the park. Numerous fires that burned significant acreage marked Lassiter's first year, and 1936 was not an atypical year in terms of weather. The following years saw a decrease in the number of fires and the acres burned.
Resource extraction for construction projects further altered Shenandoah's environment. The park maintained a "Rock Crusher," which produced over 13,000 tons of crushed rock for roads during 1939 The re-creation narrative appears to be in the midst of another reinterpretation as Shenandoah embarks upon a new management strategy and embraces a new wilderness ideal, one where humans have a place and a past. In the 1930s, the recreation narrative jutstified the landscaping of the park; in the 1960S, it obsclured those efforts; and now in the 199os, the language of re-creation shifts again to justify a restoration of the landscape created by Shenandoah's first landscape architects. It remains to be seen whether a cultural landscape can be re-created any more successfully than natural landscapes. More likely the NPS Will continue to shape and change Shenandoah to meet its visions and needs, just as humans have done on the Blue Ridge for centuries.
The question of Shenandoah's broader significance hinges on whether or not what has happened on the Blue Ridge over the last several hundred years represents a unique set of circumstances or reflects larger trends. While Shenandoah's transformation may have been unique in its degree, it was not unique in kind. Examples of every intervention in the Blue Ridge landscape-human removal, road construction, fire prevention, wildlife management-can be readily found within national park historiography. Shenandoah's history reveals the powerftil influence of these forces in concert and suggests the potential for this type of analysis in other parks. A national park narrative focusing on these human interventions might conclude that instead of simply preserving landscapes, the NPS shapes and changes places to meet its visions and needs, just as humans have always done.
Perhaps the most intriguing insight from Shenandoah's re-creation is that this national park historiography, which environmental historians have recently taken much responsibility for maintaining, is not merely a record of park history but an actor in it. Stories-whether as wayside signs, newspaper articles, ecological models, or academic histories-shape and are shaped by landscapes. Shenandoah officials long understood the NPS as preservers of natural environments, and they shaped the lands of the park so that the landscape, as much as possible, met their criteria for a natural environment. As Shenandoah officials have come to understand themselves as protectors of a cultural landscape as well, the actual, physical land of the Blue Ridge Mountains has felt ripples of change: forgotten gardens bloom again and anthropogenic fires release the seeds of the Table Mountain Pine. It is impossible to predict how a re-created national park historiography might affect the Park Service, but no doubt we would see the changes not just in books and signs but on the land itself.
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